
Intro, news, developments, some 2019 project pics, challenges,
plans, insights, and contact info for the interested observer



Season’s Greetings

Ah but a breath and another solar gear has cranked its orbit in spiral patterned succession. To face
the task of recounting another year of Boundary Conditions: the next rotation, the revolving stage
of progression. Cast the di and turn the wheel; the sun keeps whirling overhead. I have fought
hard through consciousness altering compounded lifelong karmic malady - and it has, like time’s
scythe flashing over our necks, dialed in my focus. Indeed, just as a stone is cut by water through
the cycle of the aeons, I am chiseled by my love of the craft, drawn in like a black hole. My creative
service’s roots, feeding on the past half decade of hard work and decade+ of theme development,
like tendrils pull me deep into in the earth and already flower in abundance at the tapped fertility.

A rocket mass heater, premiere heat / multi-faceted large scale ecosystems wetlands restoration

Custom homestead agroforestry cartography, design, implementation, documentation, metrics

Bounty Quandary in Boundary County

In 2019, we taught classes at the hospital demonstration garden, library, plant society, national
wildlife refuge, private grounds, and more. Consultations started Jan 5 and ended Dec 14, replete
with a packed year of observation and analysis. I am pleased to say that 2019 was the first year
from start to finish I had successfully grew or foraged all my entire food supply with abundance
to share. I remember the first day in 2017 I had produced my first meal one hundred percent



of the way... growth. Gallons and gallons of dried wild gourmet mushrooms = success. And
the mushrooms herbs and berries of the mountain fastness confer their blessing upon my brain,
sharpening it, and readying it to represent what they stand for before the public; to teach and
inspire others to participate and and design.

NRPRI "before photo" - mostly lifeless

Boundary Conditions sponsored hundreds of
hours of volunteer service, from large scale
ecosystem to systematic social pattern moni-
toring, and donated both money and thousands
of dollars worth of service to ecological and cul-
tural restoration efforts. At present our efforts
have been centered in the boundary region of
the inland northwest mountains of North Amer-
ica. Other big news from this year is the finding
a suitable site for a Northern Rockies Perma-
culture Research Institute urban headquarters,
where we have moved to and are now setting
up operation at! There is much implementation
to be done, and design work to do all winter.
The locals have taken interest and expressed
excitement at the transformation happening be-
fore them (that is, what little breaking ground
garden prep I could squeeze into November
and December!) The energy is right, the time
has come. There need be no more signs, but
forward motion.

Standard office selfie / A surplus of dried wild mushrooms, fruits, herbs, jams, teas, nuts...

International, Regional and Local Collaborative Organization

The Inland Northwest Guild
was a success its final year
in Hot Springs, achieving fun-
gal patterns of form repeatedly

with solidly tribal and positive
movement. Sandpoint is in our
sights for sites for the 2020 con-
vergence. Our team is growing,

and the leadership is building
momentum just as the earth ex-
presses its own will to regen-
eration as it is pressured fur-



ther yet by the toxins of moder-
nity. Boundary County Per-
maculture Guild is on the up-
swing - find us online as we

progress through our projects
next year. International maga-
zine involvement. Exciting col-
lective projects of social con-

sciousness shifting scale are in
both order and motion. And so
the wheel rotates!

BCPG teaching strategies for multi-generational, dynamically stable, permanent culture to youth

You’re invited...!
2-20-2020 2:20-20:20 is the time stamp code for the NRPRI prerelease open-house party. There
was no time to install demonstration worthy rocket mass heater technology by the eve of
this wintertime, but join us round the fireplace for a potluck around 18:00 and besides jovial
merriment, discussion of the NRPRI mission and design. Our grand public opening shall be the
summer solstice of this geometric year once we are then into phases of implementation of a
master plan forest garden mainframe design. With this flagship, I shall bless the community
with the services availed by an easily accessible animation/design studio and office. It is no
coincidence the infrastructure on the property the NRPRI will occupy celebrates its 100th year
anniversary as my first growing season on the fractal 2020.



Retrospection - Moving into a more conventional village-like settlement, TOWN, I am
weakened by ambient toxins in a space dominated by human influence. To come out from the
mountains, perhaps my archetypal exile, and rejoin a world which desperately needs this work,
is a sacrifice and compromise compared to the life of a mountain man - but the path of destiny
makes itself clear to he who would be led by it. This is an image of my first personalized forest
garden. Nature’s bounty, and the growth possible in even a short time, will not be the bottleneck
reclaiming its stability. We already have everything we need to revitalize this entire planet.

In applying principles of harmonious design in the public demonstration forum the way I do, I
shall continue to represent not only wolves and moose, but the extinct caribou of this rugged
terrain - forsooth, I shall embody what they would dream of before everyone’s eyes, and etch it
into the landscape. Stay tuned for some big works. We are not afraid of what is in front of us.



Concluding Remarks
I have come a long ways since initiating leadership in this enterprise at the start of
2018. To avoid scaling too large too swiftly has been a challenge; there is no end to
the work in sight. All the different branches of projects, the multiplex fractal infinities
of diverging evolution, the boundless potential we have to solve problems and create
boons in the same breath should we choose to take it deeply enough... And just as this
memorandum began, so too does the sun set upon it as the cosmos crank and ebb in
processional flow. Time continues, how shall we design our lives in the light of it? Be
blessed as we bear witness to a new solar revolution... — J Smith, groundskeeper

Oh yes, yes indeed!

Give us a call at (952) 457 - 3555

Northern Rockies PRI - Boundary Conditions - Smithwerks Creative Studios

PHYSICAL ACCESS/Urban Headquarters
Street: 6558 Chinook St
Mailing PO box 967
BF ID USA 83805

DIGITAL ACCESS/Online Portals
BoundaryConditions@Protonmail.com
www.BoundaryConditions.Online
www.NRPRI.Org


